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A semisymmetric design is a connected incidence structure satisfying; two points (Hocks) are 
on 0 or A blocks (points). Every block (point) is incident with k points (blocks). Properties of 
the incidence graph of these structures are investigated, leading to bounds on its diameter 
(d<k if A = 2, d ~[2!c/(A + l)]+ 1 if A >2), and the number of points of these structures 
(UGLY-’ if A =2 , u G Ic~[*~‘(~+~)~ if A >2). Bounds are also found for semisymmetric designs 
containing a subdesign. We give characterizations of semisymmetric designs with A = 2 
(s:rnibiplaness) which contain a subdesign and achieve the bounds. This leads to a construction 
for a semibiplane with parameters u = 2*-’ (q*- 1). k = q +qI + - l . +q,, where q, is a prime 
power, q1 = qf+, and q = qf. 
A SemiSymmetnic Design (or SSD) is a connected incidence structure satisfying 
for some A 2 2 the following two properties: 
(i) Any two points are incident with 0 or A common blocks. 
(ii) Any two bl oc k s are incident with 0 or A common points. 
We refer to the points and blocks of an SSD as elements. We say two elements are 
at distance 2 if there is a third element incident with them both. For’ the following 
properties of SSD’s, see Hughes [2] or Wild [6]. 
(1) There is a positive integer k such that every block is incident with k points 
and every point is incident with k blocks. 
(2) The number of points equals the number of blocks. (We use o to denote 
this number.) 
(3) Every element is at distance 2 from k( k - 1)/h other elements. 
(4) 2) ak(k - 1)/A + 1, and if v = k(k - 1)/A + 1, then the SSD is a symmetric 
2-design or a degenerate structure with v = k. 
Also we hz;c 
(5) 2A 1 vk(k - 1). This follows because the number of edges of the graph whose 
vertices are the points, with two points adjacent if anld only if thety are at distance 
2 is sv(k(k - 1)/A). 
(6) If A is an incidence matrix for an SSD, then both AA’ and A’A have k on * 
the diagonal and 0 or A off the diagonal. Conversely, a (0, f)-matrix A with these 
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properties is an incidence matrix for an SSD, provided the corresponding struc- 
ture is connected. 
A semisymmetric design has three parameters u, k, A and we refer to it as an 
SSD( u, k, A ). 
A semisymmetric design with A = 2 is called a semibiplczne (or sbp), and we 
write SSD(u. k, 2) or sbp(u, k). 
Examples. (A) T)2e Hypercub4 H(n). Let A be a set of cardinality IQ. Define the 
following structure: the points are the subsets of A of even cardinality; the b1ock.j 
are the subsets of A of odd cardinality; a point and a block are incident if and 
only if their symmetric difference consists of a single element. This structure is an 
shp( 2” ‘, n ) and is called the Hypercube H(n). Its incidence graph is the graph of 
the 11 -dimensional cube. 
(B) A Hadamar~ Matrix H is an it x n matrix with entries + 1 or - 1 such that 
HH’ =I H’H = nl. 
If we replace each + 1 entry of H by the block [:, :‘] and each -1 entry of H by 
the block [‘: :,I, th en we get a matrix A which is an incidence matrix for an 
SSD(2n, n. in) (property (6) is clearly satisfied). To each point of this SSD 
corresponds a unique point on no block with it. Any SSD with parameters 
(Jh., 2h, A ) has this property. and indeed must arise from a hadamard matrix in the 
above manner (Wild [6]. Mulder [4]). We call these structures Hadamard Semisym- 
nwfric Designs. 
CC3 Doubling (Hughes 121). Let S be an sbp(~, k) and let A be an incidence 
matrix for S. Then 
A 1 
I 1 .I A’ 
is m incidence matrix for an sbp(2v. k + l), called the double of S. Note that if P 
and 0 arc permutation matrices such that PAQ -= A. then 
r.4 P 
1 Q A’ I 
is anotltcr incidence matrix for the double of S. Clearly this construction may be 
rel:*atcd to get an sbp(2”u, k + n) for any positive integer n. 
(D) ;a t Sl he an sbp(u,. k 1) and Sz an r;\‘,p(t~z, k,). Let A = [clii] be an 
cidence matrix for S, and B and incidence m‘itrix for S?. Let 
A(P.Q)xB= 
Q v,l l ” lY 
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where (a) Pij = Qji is a matrix of all zeros if aij = 0, 
4b) Pij and Qji are Rexmutation matrices such that P,iBQji = B if aij = 1, and 
(c) &$‘& = &J’i, Ad QjiQik = QwQik if qj = akf = 4, = ak,,, = 1. 
Then A(P: Q) XB is an incidence matrix for a structure S,(P, Q) x S2 which is 
an sbp(2uluz, kl + kz). (It is easy to check property (6) for the matrix A(P, Q) x 
B.) Rote that iconditions (b) and (c) are satisfied if Pii = Qii = I whenever lzsj = 1, 
Alternatively S,(P, 0) X Sz may be described in the following manner. Corres- 
ponding to each point of St is a collection of points and blocks with incidence 
defined SO that they form a structme isomorphic to S,. Corresponding to each 
block of S1 is a collection of points and blocks with incidence defined so that they 
form a structure isomorphic to the dual of Sz. Incidences are defined between the 
points and blocks corresponding to two elements of S, only if those elements of 
S1 are an incident point-block pair, and then incidence is defined such that 
(a) the elements corresponding to an incident point-block pair of S1 form a 
structure isomorphic to the double of Sa, and 
(b) the elements corresponding to points p, q and blocks X, y of S,, with 1-1 and 
q incident with both x and y, form a structure isomorphic to S2 doubled twice. 
(I%) Let P be a projective plane of order q and let (Y be a quasiperspectivity of 
P of order A. 
Define the following structure (Hughes [2], Sane and Patwardhan [5]). The 
points of S are the point orbits of cy besides the tied points. The blocks of S are 
the line orbits of CY besides the fixed lines. A point is incident with a block if and 
only if some point of that orbit is incident with some line of that line orbit. 
There are three cases: 
(i) (Y is an elation and S is an SSC(q*/h, q, A), 
(ii) (II is an homology and S is an SSD((q*-. 1)/h, q, A), 
(iii) cy is a Baer collineation and S is an SSD((q* -dq)lA, q, Ah 
These examples are SSD’s which admit a division -i.e. there is a partition c& the 
points into classes such that two points are on 0 common blocks if they belong to 
the same class and on A common blocks if they belong to different classes. In this 
case a class consists of those point orbits lying on a fixed line of cy. The blocks are 
also partitioned into classes (a class consisting of the line orbits passing through ti 
fixed point of CU). These partitions, PI, . . . ) P,, of the points and 81, l q . , B, of the 
block, say, determine a tactical decomposition of S in which (pi, Bj) = (Bj, Pi) is 0 
or 1, where .iPi, Bi) is the number of points of Pi on each block of B, and (a,, 8) 
is defined dually isee Mielants [31, Wild ($1). 
2. Incidence graphs of semisymmetric designs 
The incidence graph G(S) of a semisymmetric design S is the graph ,whose 
vertices are the points and blocks of S, with two vertices adjacent in G(S) if and 
only if they are incident in S. We use properties of the incidence graph to find an 
upper bound for the number of points of ark SSD. 
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Let X be an element of S. Then the points and blocks of S are partitioned into 
sets fi,(X) where YE rl,( ‘U) if and only if the distance from X t(J Y in G(S) is i. 
If YE c(X) we write c:(Y) for the number of elements of &-,(X) incident with 
Y; clY)=Iri_,(X)nr,(Y)l. Note that if Y&(X), c(Y)= 1, and if YUJX), 
c(Y) = A. We use d(X) to denote max{i 1 c(X) # 8). 
If X and Y are at disY ;Pnce 2 and 2 E r,(X) n r,( Y), we say 2 joins X and Y. 
Thle next three results may be established by simple counting arguments and the 
proolfs are omitted. (Size, for example, Muldar [4].) 
Lemma 2.1. LRt S be an SSii)(u, k, A). Let X be an element of S. Scfppose YE c(X) 
and Z E & ,(X) n f ,4 I’). Then c(Y) 3 c(Z) + 1. Ekpality holds if and only if every 
element of c __ ,(X) \.,Zl. incident with Y, is joined to Z by Y and exactly A - 1 
elernertts of & ?(X). 
%emma 2.2. Let S Ce an SSD( ~1, k A). Let X be an element of S. Suppose YE c(X) 
and 2% 1; ?(X). Suppose Y and 25 are joined. Then c( Y&v(Z) +A. 
Remark 2.1. c( YJ = c(Z) + A if and only if any element of &JX) \{Z), incident 
with some L E r,( Y) n f ,(Z), is joined to Z only by elements of (r,(Y) n 
~Tl(Z))U& .JX). 4 each element of &_,(X)n(&( Y)\r,(Z)) is joined to each 
clement of T,( Y 1 n T,(Z) by h - 1 elements of ri_,(X). 
Theorem 2.1. Lt t S be cn sbp( V. k). Let X be an element of S. Then 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(V) 
Let 
jf,(X)lsl,“;). Ocisk, 
L'<9k ' 
6. 
ifp-Zk '. therl S is isomorphic to the Hypercube H(k). 
S he an SSD(v. k, A). A substructure S, of S is called a subsemisymmetric 
design (or sub SSD) of S if it is an SSD(q, kl, A) for some u1 and kl. 
If X and 1’ are elements of S and YE ri(X), then the interval [X, Y] is the 
subs? ructure consisting of the elements of Ul._,, (& (X) f? ri_-i ( Y)). 
Proposition yt.1. Let S be aI1 SSD( v, k, A ). Let ;T’ be qn element of S. If YE r,(X), 
Inen C( Y) 2 h : 1 and if c( Y) == A + 1, then S conta& a sub SSD(A + 2, A + 1, A) 
Proof= J‘hiiL C( Y) aA + 1 follows from Lc.mma 2.2. c(Y) = Act 1 means 
I&M n I’,( Y)I = A + 1. Each element of r*(X) n r,(Y) is incident with A ele- 
nlcnts of j‘,(X) n &(Y). Also each element of F,(X)n L(Y) is incident with A 
elements J T,(X) n f,( Y). Hence I&(X) 1-1 F?(Y)1 = A t 1 also. It follows from 
Remark 2.1 that any two elements of T,(X)nT,(Y) meet in Y and A - 1 
elem 3-0s of I’,(X) n &( YJ. Similarly any two elements of f ,Qi) n f2( Y) meet in 
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X and A - 1 elements of r,(X) n r,(Y). It is now clear that [X, Y] is a sub 
SSD(A+2,A+l,A). Cl 
Lemma 2.3. Let S be an SSD(q k, A). Let X be an element of S. Suppose YE G(X) 
and c(Y)=c(Z)+h for each Z~I’~_~(x)nl’#). Then 
6) c(W=C(Y)-1 for each WEfi-I(X)fI and 
(ii) c(VPl+c(Y)(h--1) for each vf2~+1(x)nr,(Y). 
proof, (i) is clearly true if i = 3. Suppose i>3 and ‘let WEri_I(X)nrI(Y). Let 
u E &-JX) n (r,( Y )\{ W}). Now W and U are joined by at most A - 1 elements 
of rim,(X) and C(W) 3 A + 1. Hence there is a 2 E ri-z( Y) at distance 2 from ‘1’ 
such that WE r,(Z) n r,(Y) but U# r,(Z) n r,( Y). Since c(Y) = C(Z) + A, by 
Remark 2.1, W and U are joined by exactly A - 1 elements of ri__z(X). It now 
follows by Lemma 2.1 that C(W) = c(Y) -- 1. 
(ii) Suppose VE c+,(X)n&( Y). Then V is joined, to each of the c(Y) 
elements of r,-,(X) n S,(Y) by Y and A - 1 other elements of ri(X). Since no 
two elements of I’i _,(X) n r,(Y) are joined by an element of ri (X) \ { Y}, V is 
incident with at least 1 + c( Y)(A - 1) elements of ri(X). Cl 
~position 2*2. kt S be an SSD(v, k, A). Let X be an element of S. Then if 
YE COO, ~(1~) 2~ 2A. If C( W = 2A, theft [X, Y] is a Hadamard sub 
SSD(4A, 2A, A). 
proof. That c( Y)a2A follows from Lemma 2.2. Suppose c(Y) = 2A. By Lemma 
2.3, c(Z) =z 2X - I for each 2 E r,(X) n r,(Y). It follows that 
If#) n I;( Y)( = 2A(2t - ‘) = 4A - 2. 
Any element WE r,(X) n&(Y) is joined to at most (2h(2A - 1)/A) - 2 = 4A -4 
elements of r,(X) n rz( Y) by A elements of (r,(X) (I I’J Y)) U (r,(X) n I’,( Y)). By 
Remark 2.1 any element of r,(X) n rz( I’), joined to W by an element of 
6(w) ww), is joined to W by A elements of (r,(X) CU’J Y)) U 
(I’JX) n&(Y)). Hence there is a W’E r,(X) f7 r,(Y) not joined to W by any 
element of r,(X) n r,(Y). Thus 
WO n G(Y) = (f,(Y) n f,( w)) u (f,(y) n f,( wy). 
We count triples (A, B, 2) where A E T,(X) n T,(W), B E r,(Y) f7 r,(W), 2 E 
T,(A J n rl (B) is joined to W by A and B. Each pair (A, 13) gives rise to A - 1 
elements 2. Each 2 being joined to W by A elements gives rise to at most (qh)’ 
pairs (A, B). Thus the number of such elements 2 is at least A2tA - l)/($A)* == 
4A -4. It follows that each of the elements of T,(X) n rz( Y)\( W, W’} meets eaclh 
of W and W’ in iA elements of f,(X) n S,( Y) and iA elements of &(X) n r,( Y). 
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Also we must have 
and so, since I&(X) 0 r,( Y)I 2 2A, r,(X)nr,(W)nMW’)=@l and 
Ir,(X)nrJY)] = 2A. It is easy to check now that [X, Y] is a sub SSD(4h, 2& A) 
which is a Hadamard SSD (see Example (B)). 0 
Let S be an SSD(u, k, A). Let X be an element of S. We use Ci to denote 
min{c( Y) \ Y E r,(X)). Clearly co = 0, cl = 1, ~2 = A and ~3 2 A + 1, c4 2 2A. Note 
that Ci may depend on X. 
By Lemma 2.2, Ci aCi_2+A. We say Ci (i a 3) is minimal if (a) Ci = Ci_2 + A or (b) 
Ci = Ci_z+ A + 1 and Ci-.2 is minimal. 
Lemma 2,4. Let S 6e un SSD( u, k, A ) wit?1 A a 3. Let X be an element of S. Let 
i 2 3 and suppose C, is minimal. Let YE: ri( X) b4 such that C(Y) = Ci. Let 2 E 
f~,z(X)fIf~(Y). Then (i)~(Z)~2+(A-l)C~>~,+A+1,and (ii)Ci,,*Ci+A+l. 
Proof. (i) We proceed by induction. If i = 3 or 4, then as Ci is minimal we have 
Ci z C, 2 +A. Hence c(Y) = c(W)+ A for each WE ri-z(X)fT f2( Y). By Lemma 
2.3. c(V) 2 1 + c(Y)(A - 1) for each V E ri+,(X) f7 IJ( Y) and therefore, by Lemma 
2.1, C(Z)a2+c(Y)(A - 1) for each ZE r1.+2(X)nrz(Y). 
Assume the result for i - 2. We prove it for i. Let YE c(X) and suppose 
c( Y) = c, with Ci minimal. Let WE ri JX)n fJ Y). Now as Ci is minimal we have 
either !i) Ci z C, 2 + A and SO. since Ci _z SC (W)=%(Y)--A, we have c(W)= 
c(Y)--& or (ii) c,. z = c, -A - 1 and c, _z is minimal. In this case, we cannot have 
C( W) = C, 2 aS that WOUld imply C(Y) > Ci z+A+l=Ci. Hence Ci_.,+lsC(Y)+A 
and again c(W) = c(Y) + A. The result now follows by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 
2.1. 
(ii) Let Y E 17(X). Let Z E I;._,(X) n rz( Y). If c(Z) = Ci_ 2, then by (i). c(Y) > 
C, z+ A + 1. Otherwise c(Z) aCi _2+ 1 and. by Lemma 2.2, c(Y)ac(Z)+A, SO 
C’( Y) b Ci z+A+l. Hence CiaCi_2+A+l. 0 
Thcwrem 2.2. Let S be an SSD(u, k, A) with A a 3. Let X be cm element of S. Then 
(i) c*zi 2 i(A -+- 11-2 for i 2 2, und if C2i = c(A + l)- 2, then it is minimal and 
A 1 \: -2)(i--3). 
(ii) cl + , 3 i (A + 1) for i 2 1, and if C2i +, = i(A + I), then it is minimal and 
A 1 i(i -- 1). 
(iii) d(X,s[2k/(A + l)]+ 1. 
(iv) II:(X)\ < k (r2k’(A; _T :)] + ‘). . 
plkoof. (i) We proceed by induction. Since c(Y) a 2A for all YE T,(X), the result 
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is true for i =2. Assume the result is true for i-1. If c2~i_i,=(i_l)(A+l)-2 it is 
minimal and so, by Lemma 2,4, 
c2i a c2(i-1) +h+l=i(A+l)-2. 
If C2(i-1) > (i - l)(A f 1) - 2, then 
C2i a c2(i-l) +ha(i-l)(A+l)-l+h=i(h+l)-2, 
If C2i = i(A + 1) - 2, then either C2i = cz(i _ 1) + A + 1 with cz(i-1) minimaI or c2i = 
cz(i _ 1) + A. Hence c2i is minimal. Suppose C2i = i(A + 1) - 2. Then c ( Y) = 
i(A + l)-2 for some YE rzi(X). Let ZE r,i-,(X)fl rz( Y). By Lemma 2.4, 
c(Z) # (i - l)(A + 1) - 2. Hence c(Z) = c(Y) - A. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, c(W) = 
C(Y)- 1 for each WE r2i-1 (X) n f 1( Y). Thus there are c( Y)(c( Y) - 1)/A elements 
of r,,__,(X) at distance 2 from Y. Hence A 1 (i(A + l)-2)(i(A + 1) -3) and so 
A 1 (i - 2)(i - 3). The result now follows by induction. 
(ii) The same argument as in (i) proves this result. Note that c( Y) a A + 1 fix all 
YE r,(X) so the result is true for i = 1. 
(iii) Let YE I&,,(X). Then k 2 c(Y). If d(X) is even, by (i) we have k 3 
$d(X)(A + 1) - 2, and so 
2k 4 2k 
d(X) --=- 
Zi+~+l-A+l+~~ 
If d(X) is odd, by (ii) we have k r, ‘$(d(X)- l)(A 4) and so d(X)s2k/(A + l)+ 1. 
Hence 
d(X)+2k/(A + l)]+ 1. 
(iv) We count incident pairs (Y, 2) with YE rzi(X) and ZE r,i,+,(X), i 22. 
Then we have 
lf2iCx)l (k - i(A + 1) + 2) 3 I< Y, Z>l 2 (f2i+,(X)l i(h + 1). 
Hence 
Ir,i(X)l (k -(i--%A + l))a(T,i(X)J (k-i(A + 1)+2)SI1;i+,(X)/ i(A + 1). 
SO 
I~2i+l<x)ls 
k-(++l)l, (x)l 
i(A f 1) 2i 
2k/(A+l)-(2i-1) -_ - 
2i 
1 r,i (WI* 
Now we count incident pairs (Y, Z) with Y E rzi _ ,(X) and Z E r,i (X), i 3 2. Then 
we have 
Il;i.-l(X)/ (k-(i-l)(A+l))aJ(Y, Z)l~I~~i(X)l (i(A+ l)-2). 
Hence 
lrzi_,(X)j (k-(i- l)(A+ l))~lr;z~(X)I (i(A+ 1)-2)~]I-‘zi(X)I (i--$)(A-+l). 
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so 
Ir2ifx)l s k-!i-l)(h+t)(r (x)l (i -&(A + 1) Z-1 
2k/(h + W(2i -2) = 
2i- 1 
Ir!i - ,(X)1* 
Thus 
IQ(X), s 
2kl(A + l)-(j-2) 
(j- 1) 
I&-*<x,1, j 24. 
1 fence 
Now 
!kl(A + 1) -(i - 1) 
i 1) 
IWOI, j a 4. 
2k/(A + l)- 1 = 
2 Imol. 
Ir,cx,l = A k(k-lJs k , 
:(A + 1) 
k =(2kl(A+l)-0 
1 
9 k. 
Hence 
s ( 
w d(?$ 
2v= z Ir,CX,l 
j =o 
[2k/(A -+ I)]+ 1 
j-l 
k 
Hence 
= 1 +(pk/(A+l)l+I _ I)k <k . +j’kh+I’l+( 
WC rcrnark that the bound u < k 2’ 2k”h + “I ’ IS only a crude bound, as it assumes 
that we have equality for the bounds for each of the I’i(X)‘s. But it is clear from 
LcnrRla 2.3(G) that we cannot have equality for all of these. However the bound 
for c is of the right order as, in the case of the Hadamard SSD(4A, 2A, A)‘s, the 
actual value of v differs from the bound only in a constant factor. 
In this section we consider an SSD(U, k, A) which contains a sub SSD(o%, kl, A) 
with .ol < O. We obtain upper and lower bounds for u, and in the case A = 2 we get 
characterizations of those sbp’s for which equality holds in these bounds. 
Let S be an SSD(u, k, A) with a sub SSD(U~, kl, A), S1. Then the elements of S 
are partitioned into sets P;(S,) where YE ~&).if aq# only if i = minti 1 YE r$(X) 
and X is an element oZ S,}. 
Remark. 3.1. If XE&(&) and YCi(S1) with j-i>0 and 
then 2 E I+,. 
Lemmrr 3.1. Let S be cm SSD(u, k, A). Let S1 be a sub SSD(u,, kl, A) of S. 1f 
YE r&J&), then Y is incident widt at least k,(h - 1) elements of r,(S,). 
kf. As YE rl(S1), there is an element ,X of S1 with YE r,(X). Y is joined to 
each of the kl elements of S1 incident with X by X and A - 1 other elements. 
None of these other elements are in S1 (otherwise Y being incident with two 
elements of SI would lie in S,). Thus they belong to ~#,). Also since no two 
elements of S1 incident with X meet in an element of &(S,), there are kl(A - 1) 
of them. Thus Y is incident with at least kl(A - 1) elements of r,(S,). 0 
First we consider the case A = 2. 
Theorem 3.1. Let S be an sbp(v, k). Let S1 be a sub sbp(v,, k,) of S. Then 
v s u12k-k’. 
If v = u12k-k$ then the elements of S are partitioned into 2u, substructures 
isomorphic to the hypem& H( k - k 1). 
Proof. Each element X of S1 is incident with k - kl elements of r,(S,). It follows 
from Remark 3.1 and Thleorem 2.1, that 
and that there are at most 2 k-k1 elements Y such that YE ri(X) f7 ri(S,) for some 
i. Hence since every element of ri(S,) belongs to ri(X) for some element X of 
&,2v <2Ul ’ 2k-kL Furthermore if v = v,2 k-kl then for each YE ri(S,) there is a 
unique element X in St with YE ri(X) and the elements of S are partitioned into 
%e sets 
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wherlt X is an element of S,. Also there is a correspondence between elements of 
ri(S,) n c(X) and i-subsets of the (k - k,)-set T,(S,) f7 T,(X). It follows that the 
elements of S(X) form a subsbp isomorphic to the hypercube H(k- k,3. Cl 
La 3.2. L.et S be an sbpfu, k), and let S1 be a sub sbp(tl,, k,) of S with 
V = V*pQ. Let X and Y be incident elements of S1. Then there is a one-to-one 
correqon&nce cy between the elements of ZJ(S,) n r,(X) and F#;,) n r,(Y) such 
that corresponding elements ave incident. Further an element WE c(S,) fl c(X) is 
incident with an element ZE ri(S,)nT,( Y) if and only if the sets I’,(X)f7ri_,(W) 
and T, ( Y) n ri _ l (2) correspond ubtdc!r CY. 
Proof. Let V E T,(S,) n T,(X). Then V is joined to Y by X and one other 
clement. This element does not lie in St (else V also lies in S,), and so belongs to 
r,(S,)n f,( Y). Thus we have the required correspondence cy. We prove the 
second statement by induction. Clearly it is true for i = 1. Suppose it is true for 
i -- 1 and suppose WE c(S,j n c(X). W is incident with i elements of ~_,(S,)n 
rl, ,(X1, U,, . - - * Uiv say. Let Ui be incident with Vj~c(,S,) n&(Y) where 
dp,( X) n c _J Vi) corresponds to r,( Yj n &.J Vi) uncler (Y. VI is joined to W by 
U, and one other element, Z say. We must have Z E &(S,) n c(Y). Now W is joined 
to each of U,. . . . , Ui by X and one other element. This other element must 
belong to 1; , (S, j n 17 ,( Y j. It follows that Z is incident with V,, . . . , Vi and 
that Z is the only clement of Ti(S,) f7 ri( Y) incident with W. Further 
f,w)rlT, ,m= b f,(Yjnr; _2(vi) 
I 1 
. 
which corresponds to 
undei- a. cl 
Corollq 3.1. Let S be m sbp(v, k). Let S, be a sub sbp(v,, k,) of S with 
i: -= 2’ I? ‘1. lf X und Y me incident elements of S,, theri the elements of S(X) U 
:; ” Y ) form (1 sub shp of S isortlorphic to H( k -- k 1 t 1). lf X, I’, Z, W are elements of 
a SUlr ,hp( 2,2) of S,, t/tea hc elemenfs of St .W U Sf Yb U S(Z) U S( W) form a 
.wh shp of‘ S isomorphic to H(k -- k, + 2). 
Proof. By Thcorcm 3.1 the elements of S( I_0 iorm a sub sbp of S isomorphic to 
H(k - k,) for each clement U of S,. By Lemma 3.2 there is the appropriate 
wrrqmdmxz between S(X) and S(Y) so that the clemen+ts of S(X)US(Y) 
form the ciouble of S(X), i.e. H(k - k, + 1). Thib same correspondence means that 
the 4emcnts of S(X)US( Y) US(Z) U S( W) form the structure S(X) doubled 
twict , ix. H(k --- k, + 2). q 
Tbore~ 33. Let S be an sbp(v, k) and let SI be a sub sbp(u,, k,) of S with 
v = t112k-kL Then S = S,(P, Q) x H(k - k,). 
Roof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 that S may be described 
exactly in this way (see exampk ID)). Cl 
We now consider the case A a 3. 
Theorem 3.3. Let S be an SSD(v, k, A) with A a3. Let SI be an SSD(u,, kl, A) of 
S. T&en 
2) < 2v,(k - k,)(k -(A - l)k* - 1)2~2(k-(h-l)k,-1)/(A+l)l. 
prooif, The number of elements in r,(S,) is at most 2vI(k - k,) (with equality if 
each element of I’,(&) is incident with a unique element of S,). 1% follows from 
Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.2 the number in &(Si) fI ri__,(Z) for any ZE r,(S,) is 
at most 
--(A - Oh - l)i(h + 1)1+ 1
i-2 
(k - - (A l)k 
1- 9 
1) 
and that the number of elements which are in ri(S,) and ri-l(Z) for some i is at 
most 
(k _(A _ l)kl _ 1)2I2(k-(A-l)k,-l)/(Ai-l)l+l _ 1. 
Hence 
zv &Jv, + ‘&(k - k,){(k -(A - l)k, - f)~~2(k-(A-“k,-‘)~01+1 - 1) 
.<‘&(k - k,)(k -(A _ l)k, _ 1)212(k-(A-l)k,-l)l(A+l)l+l. f-J 
We now proceed to find a lower bound for v. 
Theorem 3.4. Let S be an SSD(v, k, A) and let S, be a sub SSD(v,, kl, A) of S. 
Then 
(i) Any element of S not in S1 is incident with at least (A - l)k, elements of S not 
in S,. 
(ii) Any element of S not in Si is incident with at most k - (A - l)k, elements of 
S1* 
(iii) v >: o ,( 1 + (k - k,)/[ k - (A - 1) k,]) and if equality holds then every element of 
S not in St is incident with exactly k -(A - 1) kl elements of S,. 
Proof. Lfet X be a block of S not in St. Suppose Y is a point of S, on X. Each of 
the kl blocks of S1 through Y meet X in Y and A - 1 points of S not in S,. No 
two of these blocks meet again (apart from Y) in a point of X. Thus X contains at 
least kl(A - 1) points of S not in S,. Parts (i) and (ii) now follow. 
a -1s jl’, S~UaUlap ‘y( 1 - y)-- y 
&mxa l&M ~uq_~!c~J! s! ts U! you s jo ~uawqa qxa lmy) spjoy rCl!pnba j! pttc 
( 
w-YwY+l 
‘Y-Y ) 
‘R 4iJ 
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substructures i  an sbp. That the block sizes are as stated follows from Theorem 
3.4, 0 
The substructure P(S,) defines a partition PI, . . . , Pd of the points of S1, and a 
partition Bl, , . . . , I32 of the blocks of S \&-the sets Pi and Bi being the points 
and blocks of a connected component of P(S,). The substructure B(S,) similarly 
defines a partition B t,. . . , Be of the blocks of S1 and a partition Pi,. . . , PC of the 
points of S\&. 
Lfwuna 3.4. Let S be un sbp(u, k) and let S, be a sub sbp(u,, k,) ofS with u = 2~~. 
Then the sets P,, . . . , Ptd and B 1, . . . , B, form a tactical decomposition of S1, and 
the sets Pi, . . . , Pi and B’, , . . . , Bi fom a tactical decotnposition of S \ S,. 
FuHher (P,, Bi) =(Bt, P[) and (Bj, 8) = (PI, B[). 
Roof. Suppose x is a block of Bjl and is incident with t points qr, . . . , q1 of r)r:. If 
y is a block of Bi meeting x in a point p not in St, the block (not in S,) joining p 
to q,,, meets y again in a point of Pr. Hence y contains at least t points of Pi, and 
so exactly t (if y were incident with more than t points of Pi, then so would x). 
Since the blocks of Bj are the blocks of a connected component of B(S,) it follows 
that every block of Bj is incident with t points of Pi, i.e. (pi, 43,) = t. Dually every 
point of pi is incident with a constant number, (Bj, Pi), of blocks of Bj. ‘Ths the 
sets P,. . . . B P’ and B,, . . . , B, form a tactical decomposition of S,. In a similar 
way P;, . . . . , P: and B\, . . . , Bi form a tactical decomposition of S \ S,. Let p E pi 
and let x E Bi with p incident with x. For each y E Bj incident with p9 y meets x 
again in a point y E Pi. Thus qIx and (P[, BI) a (Bjq Pi). Similarly ( Bj, Pi 12 (PJ, Eli) 
and SO (Pi, Bi) = (Bi, Pi)* Dually (Pi, Bi) = (B[, PI). rl 
Lemma 3.5. Let S be an sbp(u, k) and let S, be a sub sbp(u,, k,) ofS with u = 2u,. 
Let Pi,. . . , Pg and B’,, . . . , B$ be the partition of S\S, defined by P(S,) and 
B(S& Let P and B be the point and block sets of a connected component of S \S,. 
Tl~enPnPI#PandBnB;#Q)fornnyiandj,andthesetsPnP:,...,PnP:,and 
BnB;,..., B n B$ form a tactical decomposition of the sub sbp of S with point set 
P and block set B. 
Further (PnPj, BnB;)=(P;, B;) and (BnB;,PnP[)=(B;, P;). 
Proof. Suppose P n P;I # $4 and B n B; # (d. Suppose p E P R PI then every block of 
BJ incident with p is in B f7 B; and so (P f7 PI, B f7 B;) = (Pi, BI). Similarly 
(B n B;, P n Pi) = (B;, Pi). Let J be the subset of { 1, . . . , C} such that P f7 P; # 9 
forjEJ.LetMbethesubsetof{l...., d} such that 18 E Sk, # fl for m E M. Then 
cc BfTB:,,PnP;)=k, for mEM 
jE-J 
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Hcncc the points of U,_,,+, P,, are incident only with blocks of UiGJ Bi in St, and 
these points and blocks form a connected component of Sr. Since St is connected 
S=={l,... ,c} and M={l,... , d} and the lemma is proved. Cl 
4. A condmwtion for semibiplanes contaiining subsemibiplanes 
In this sectim we give a construction for semibiplanes arising from the 
characterization given in the previous section. 
Consider the following special case. Suppose S is an sbp(u, k) containing a 
subsbp(u,, kl). S1 with u = 221, such that the resulting tactical decomposition of S1 
has (P,, B,) = 0 or 1 for all sets pi, Bi of the partitions. Consider sets & and Bj 
with (P,. B,) = 1. Let D be the connected component of Y(S,) with point set Pi 
(and block set B;), am! let D* be the connected component of B(S,) with block 
set B, (and pointset Pi). Since (Pi, Eli) = 1 there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the points (blocks) of D and the blocks (points) of D*. Indeed D* must 
he the dual of D, and the points and blocks of D and D* form a sub sbp of S 
which is the double of D. Since SI is connected it follows that each connected 
compl>nent of P(S) is isomorphic to D and each connected component of B(S,) 
i; isomorphic to D*. Let A 
‘nciul-ce matrix for S of the 
be an incidence matrix for D and consider an 
following form: 
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where each Pii and Qii is either a permuation matrix or a matrix of all zeros, and 
is an incidence matrix for S1. If Pii is a permutation matrix, then so is Qfi and 
Pi,AQii=A, i.e. Pij and Qii are permutation matrices associated with an 
automorphism of D. 
We illustrate with the following example. 
Consider the sbp&q* - l), q, 2) constructed as in Example (E) from the 
Desarguesian projective plane P of order q and an involutory homology CY. The 
automorphism group of this sbp inherited from the automorphism group nut(P) 
of P is C(o)/(o) where C(a) is the centralizer of (Y in Art(P) (Hughes 123). This 
group contains a cylic subgroup of order $(q* - 1) which acts regularly on the 
points and blocks of Sr (Bose [l]). Further this cyclic subgroup contains a cyclic 
subgroup of order $(q - 1) which fixes each point and block class of the division 
and acts regularly on the points and blocks of each class. (This group is induced by 
the homologies of P with the same centre and axis as CL) It follows that this sbp 
has an incidence matrix of the form 
where the Pij* which are not matrices of all zeros, generate a cyclic group of order 
4fq - 19. 
Hence if q = q: is a square we may take S, to be this sbp(i(q*- l), q), and D to 
be the sbp($(q - 19, qr) constructed from the Desarguesian projective plane of 
order q1 and an involutory homology, and construct in the above manner 
an sbp(q*- 1, q + qr) S, containing S, as a sub sbp, with incidence matrix of the 
form B. Note that since the Pij generate ai1 automorphism group of D, the tactical 
decomposition of D (Corresponding to its division) extends to a tactical decom- 
position of S. Thus S has an incidence matrix of the form 
[ 
PI1 
. 
. 
. 
41 
. . . 
. . . 
where the Pij generate a cyclic group of order f(q, - 2). Hence if q, -- qi is a 
216 P. Wild 
sqware, we may repeat the construction to get an sbp(2(q2- 1), q +ql +q2) con- 
taining S as a subsbp. 
In genera: if q = 4:’ we may construct in this way an sbp(2’-“(q2- l), 
4+41+= - - + qr ) where qi = 4:’ ‘. 
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